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Action Items 

1. Neil Brighton to meet with Dan Jeune to provide a handover of all Carrefour 

sub-hub materials, and to give him an initial briefing on: agencies operating in 

Carrefour, projects (current and planned), and conversations both underway 

and needed at the Carrefour and National level. 

 

Organizations represented at this meeting 

IOM 

CARE 

CRS 

Cordaid 

Shelter Cluster 

Premiere Urgence / AMI 

Mayor’s Office 

OHCA 

 

1. Welcome and introductions 

Dan Jeune, of the Mayor’s office, was welcomed to the Shelter sub-hub meeting. 

 

2. Common session with WASH actors 

In a joint-session with WASH actors and the WASH coordinator, shelter actors requiring 

WASH support in their areas were put in touch with WASH actors that may have spare 

capacity. Cordaid is to contact IOM and Oxfam. CARE will contact IMC. 

 

3. Actions from last meeting 

None. 

4.  Coordination map 

See updated coordination map on the Shelter Cluster website (link)  

5.  Agency updates 

As Neil Brighton will be leaving Haiti at the end of June, the conversation focused on the 

next steps for the Carrefour shelter sub-hub, and the process for identifying what the 

meeting will become, and who will chair it.  

 

All present saw value in the continuation of a sector specific meeting, with continued WASH 

overlap, but all agreed that they would also like to see a meeting/workshop take place with 

all Carrefour actors (Municipality, community groups, donors, and agencies) to discuss a 

more holistic approach and strategy to continuing in Carrefour. This was reinforced by 

Mayor’s office given that agencies are becoming more involved in repairs/retro-fitting of 

damaged houses as well as upgrading of communal infrastructure. 

 

Though Deputy Blaise remains the Coordinator General for NGO activities in Carrefour, the 

Mayor has tentatively appointed Dan Jeune to chair the shelter sub-hub and to follow-up 

with agencies individually to better understand their needs, priorities and capacities. 

https://sites.google.com/site/shelterhaiti2010/hubs/carrefour
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6. Next meeting 

Sub-hub: TBA by Dan Jeune of the Carrefour Mayor’s Office 

 

ACTION: Neil Brighton to meet with Dan Jeune to provide a handover of all Carrefour sub-

hub materials, and to give him an initial briefing on: agencies operating in Carrefour, 

projects (current and planned), and conversations both underway and needed at the 

Carrefour and National level. 

 

7. AOB 

None. 

 

 

SUB-HUB CONTACT DETAILS 

 

    

Meeting facilitator 

(CARE)  

Neil BRIGHTON brighton@pap.care.org +509 3677 4532 

 

  

NGO Coordination Blaise ELIE ingelieblaise@yahoo.fr +509 3401 6158   

Field-Hub 

Coordinator: 

Ben ODUWA oduwa@onuhabitat.org +509 3600 7115   

Information 

Manager 

Catalina JAIME jaime@onuhabitat.org  +509 3492 0809   

GIS Coordinator Nicole GALLETTA nicole.galletta@habitat-lac.org +509 3600 6858   

 


